SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING TEACHERS
FOR FREE RESOURCES ON
BANK RECONCILIATIONS (2022)
Enquiries: 031 492 4653 / newgen@netactive.co.za

The banking system has recently gone through major change which has significantly
impacted on the topic of Bank Reconciliations. Our textbook material has therefore
been revamped to reflect new real-life scenarios and contexts.
NEW ERA ACCOUNTING recognizes the urgent need for teachers to obtain textbook
material in English or Afrikaans to adequately prepare Grade 12 learners in 2022. We
intend to issue the revised chapter on Reconciliations, together with the revision tasks,
free of charge to teachers immediately as it might not be possible for schools to
purchase new textbooks at short notice.
This material, which is also contained in the 2022 Grade 12 edition of NEW ERA
ACCOUNTING, will be issued free of charge in two formats to all teachers i.e. a digital
online format and, on request, a 50-page hard-copy booklet format.
The publishers will grant written permission to schools currently using New Era books
to reproduce this material for their learners. For schools who wish to continue using
their existing New Era textbooks, the publishers undertake to facilitate the printing of
hard-copy booklets for every learner. Although a charge may be levied to cover printing
and delivery costs, the publishers have a limited budget to assist schools in financial
need. We are also prepared to offer online links to all Grade 12 Accounting teachers,
including those using other textbooks.
We therefore request that you reply to the attached survey (link) so that relevant
material can be communicated ASAP directly to you.
We expect that this will enable you to approach the 2022 academic year well prepared
and with confidence. NEW ERA ACCOUNTING aims to confirm the contact details of
teachers that make use of our textbooks or study guides to enable us to provide a more
personalized service to our clients.
If you are not currently teaching Grade 12 or using the NEW ERA textbooks, you are
welcome to complete the survey to gain benefit from our resources.
https://forms.gle/dTVEDpCbPvUbqcHy7
The Protection of Personal Information Act, 4 of 2013 (POPIA) controls the processing, including the collection, use,
storage and transfer of a data subject’s (your) personal information. In completing the link, I consent to NEW ERA collecting
my personal information directly from me, and acknowledge that it will be used for the sole purpose of providing academic
resources related to teaching and learning of the subject Accounting, and/or any other purpose as determined by myself.

